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THE IMPROVED VENTURI FLUME
By RALPH L. PARSHALL

Water is the most valuable asset of Western agriculture. Large
expenditures have been made for works which carry it to farms. The
preparation of land to be irrigated and the establishment of legal
rights to the water have cost much additional money. Outlays already
made and those which must be faced in the future emphasize the need
for the conservation of water, and correct measurement is the basis
of any plan of saving.

In many cases, the absence of suitable devices for measuring water
is not an indication of indifference on the part of the users so much
as an indication of their lack of knowledge of such devices. Measure
ment may be accomplished by various methods more or less suited to
individual conditions, such as grade of canal or ditch, quantity of
water, or interference by sand and silt.

The right to use water for irrigation is decreed by the courts
which provide that definite amounts may be diverted from natural
streams or water courses. Sometimes the measurement of the flow
by some practical device is also stipulated. Without such measure
ment, the appropriator of water can not make a definite statement
as to how much water he actually uses, and if a dispute should arise
it would be difficult for him to furnish satisfactory proof of his
established rights. In some of the Western States, because of the
scarcity of water, it is of prime importance that its measurement be
accurate. Where legal questions over water rights are involved, con
siderable advantage is to be gained by having definite records of
measurements made by some practical device of recognized accuracy.

Sometimes because of faulty measurements, the farmer's water
supply is so restricted as to interfere seriously with the maturing of
his crops. Were dependable measurements made, the increase in value
of the crops would more than pay for the expense of installing and
maintaining a good, practical, measuring device.

It would be expected that large irrigation systems, like any large
manufacturing or commercial business with many ramifications, would
measure all water deliveries with at least approximate exactness, yet
many of them still estimate deliveries or use fa.ulty measuring devices.
The principal asset of such irrigation enterprises is water, and their
principal duty is the proper and economic distribution of the supply.
Fairness to the water users and successful business management both
demand tha.t reliable measurements be made as a basis for all water
transactions.

It is generally believed that the measurement of water IS an
intricate process, but accurate measurements can readily be made
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where the conditions are as specified for the proper setting or dimens
ions of the device. The water user himself, with little practice, should
be able to measure the water delivered to him with a satisfactory
degree of accuracy.

The measurement of water flowing in open channels is a matter
of importance thruout the irrigated areas. The cost of the measuring
structures is complained of in many instances, as well as the fact that
the particular device installed may not be well suited to the conditions
under which it must operate. Accumulations of debris in many devices
have rendered the measurements either questionable or obviously of
no value. Such failures have discouraged the installation of devices
better suited to the conditions.

In the measurement of water ill open channels, the weir has been
most generally used for small-to-moderate flows. Laboratory tests
indicate that it is the most accurate practical means for measuring
water under favorable conditions but if the pool or channel section
immediately upstream from the weir crest accumulates sediment, the
required vertical depth of water below the crest is' correspondingly
reduced, thus interfering with the accuracy of the device.

Where the grade of the channel is not sufficient to permit the use
of standard weirs, orifices have been used with varying success. Ex
periments seem to indicate that the constants which apply to give the
true discharges are affected by the shape of the orifice as well as
certain contraction distances which mayor may not be correct, thus
rendering the practical value of this device uncertain. However, its
property of indicating the discharge with a relatively small loss in
head is an advantage,

One of the devices most commonly used to measure large flows is
the rating flume, which is a simple structure built in the channel
where the floor is level, set to the grade line, and with its side walls
either vertical or inclined. This flume is calibrated by current meter
measurements, or by other means, where the rate of discharge varies
with the depth of the stream, which is indicated by a staff gage set on
the inside face of the flume, The ordinary rating flume is not al
together reliable. Often a deposit accumulates on the floor of the
structure, thus cutting down the cross section of the water prism,
which in turn affects the velocity. F'low conditions downstream
from ~he ratin~ flume may change, causing the gage reading-s to be
affected to such an extent that certain readings will not give the true
discharge. 'I'railing grass, weeds or willows in the water may affect
the rate of flow, which causes error in the discharge readings. On the
other hand, a smaller loss of head will suffice for measurements by
means of the rating flume than for any other practical device, and
for this reason it is the most commonly used.
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The improved Venturi flume, as described in this bulletin, is
believed to possess such characteristics as will obviate many of the
objections to the weir, orifice, rating flume or other devices which are
now in general use.

The use of the word "Venturi" is justified, since the flume, by
having a contracted section between a converging and diverging sec
tion, is somewhat similar in principle to the Venturi tube or meter. The
improved Venturi flume, under certain conditions of flow, does not
operate according to the Venturi principle but more nearly according
to the principle of discharge over a weir, However, as explained later,
if the flow is submerged, the device operates in accordance with the
Venturi principle.

Early in 1915, tests were conducted at the Fort Collins hydraulic
laboratory of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station on a
water-measuring device having a converging inlet, straight throat
section, and a diverging outlet, with a level floor thruout. These tests
were made to determine the most practical angles of convergence and
divergence with relation to the contracted section, as well as the
practical length of the structure. The walls of some of the tested
structures were vertical; in others they inclined outward from the
axis. After arriving at certain conclusions bearing upon the most
practical dimensions to be used, a series of calibrations was made on
flumes of various widths and of both these types. The first tests were
reported in the Journal of Agricultural Research, Vol. IX, No.4,
p. 115, April, 1917. Because of the many apparent practical ad
vantages of the device, more extensive investigations were made at
the hydraulic laboratory, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., where
large flows were available.'

The water-measuring device herein described, call-ed the im
proved Venturi flume, is thot to possess such characteristics as will
make it meet general field conditions more successfully than did its
predecessor, the Venturi flume.

Experience in the field, as well as laboratory tests with the old
type of Venturi flume, seen) to indicate that in order to operate the
device successfully it is desirable that t"\70 depths H, and H, be
observed simultaneously (See Fig. 20) and the mean values referred
to a. discharge diagram to determine the rate of flow, Tests and field
observations on the new device show that, for free flow, the discharge
may be determined by a single gage reading. For the determination
of submerged flow, t\VO gage readings are necessary, t\VO of the four
gages formerly required being eliminated. This report presents the

1 These data, together with additional observations, were reported in Bul. 265
of the Colo. Agricultural Expt. Station, entitled "The Venturi Flume." 19.21.
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discharge data in tabular form, which is believed to be more con
venient than that given in former reports on the Venturi flume .

.The improved 'Tenturi flume differs in design from the old type
in the reduction of the convergence angle from 18 0 26/ to 11 0 19/ for
its upstream or inlet section, a lengthening of the throat section from
1 foot to 2 feet, reduction of the divergence angle of the lower or
outlet section from 18 0 26/ to 90 28/, and the placing of a depression
in the floor at the throat section. The length of the side wall of the con
verging section is also changed in accordance with the arbitrary rule

A- ~+4. (2) The length of the converging side of the structure will be

discussed more fully in another section of this bulletin. The length
of the diverging section has been taken as 3 feet for all widths at the
throat section from 1 to 8 feet inclusive. (2) In the old flume the
floor was level thruout, whereas in the improved type the floor in the
throat section slopes downward at a rate of 9 inches vertically to 24
inches horizontally. At the point where the diverging" section begins,
the floor slopes upward at a rate of 6 inches vertically to 36 inches
horizontally. The floor at the lower end of the flume is 3 inches below
the floor level of the upper or converging' section. The small 6-inch
flume discussed elsewhere is of special design.

HYDRAULIC LABORATORIES

'I'wo hydraulic laboratories were used in developing this flume.
At one, accurate and precise work is possible; the other is' a field
laboratory, of capacity such as to permit the study of flow thru
structures of large size, and ","here the accuracy in measurement of
flow is well within practical limits. The Fort Collins laboratory (3)

has a capacity of about 16 second-feet, where the discharge is measured
volumetrically. Outside, at an elevation above the laboratory floor, is
the supply reservoir which has a capacity of three-fourths of an acre
foot. The water is led from this reservoir by means of a channel, into
the laboratory, where the experimental structures are tested. There it
is possible to maintain a specific depth or discharge long enough to
determine quite closely the condition of flow. It has been found
possible to make calibrations come within about 0.005 second-foot
of the discharges determined volumetrically.

The volumetrie tanks are of reinforced concrete. Their capacity is
approximately that of the supply reservoir. The amount of water
added to these tanks or basins for any particular test is determined
by hookgage readings to a limit of accuracy of 0.001 foot. Electrically-

"The general dimensions of the flume as shown in Fig. 1 refer to the tabular
dimensions given in Table 1.
. 3For a more complete description, see Eng. News, Vol. 70, p. 662, Oct., 1913.
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used was based upon the results of Francis' experiments. The larger
improved Venturi flumes were built in this concrete channel at a point
upstream from the weir box. The water was admitted to this channel
at its upper end, thence flowed thru the experimental structures, and
finally was carefully measured over the standard weir. Hookgages
were mounted on the model structures at such points as permitted
careful measurement of the upper head, H a , and throat head, R b • The
head on the standard weir was determined by means of t\VO hookgage
readings on opposite sides of the weir box (Figure 30). All hookgage
readings were observed to a limit of accuracy of 0.001 foot. Down
stream from the experimental flumes an adjustable baffle was provided
which permitted the regulation of the degree of submergence. At this
laboratory, calibrations were made for flows ranging from 5 second
feet to 90 second-feet.

ACTION OF THE I:~IPROVED VENTURI FLUME

The fundamental idea dictating the design of the flume is based
upon the effect of the increasing velocity in the converging' section,
resulting from the constantly decreasing cross-section of the water
prism. As the flowing stream reaches the crest, which is the junction
of the upper level floor and throat floor, it has virtually attained its
maximum velocity. For the free-flow condition, the stream is carried
down the inclined floor of the throat and, with the momentum thus
acquired, is carried upward over the inclined floor of the diverging
section to the exit end of the structure. Because there is no obstruc
tion to the flow as just described, this condition is called free flow, as
shown in Figures 3, 11, 20 and 21. When the resistance to the flowing
water in the channel downstream from the flume is great enough, the
momentum thru the throat section is not sufficient to permit clearing
smoothly in the diverging section. By thus restricting the flow, the
water surface is raised in the exit end of the flume. In this transition
of flow, the phenomenon occurs known as the "hydraulic jUI11p."
Because of the downward inclined floor of the throat section, this jump
is produced at some distance downstream from the crest, and is, in
effect, the means of warding off or holding back the resisting water
in the diverging section. In the formation of the hydraulic jump, a
portion of the velocity head of the stream passing the crest is con
verted into static head, which causes the stream to flow at a slower
velocity but with greater depth beyond the point Where the jump is
formed. 1\.8 the resistance to the flow in the diverging section is
further increased, the jump is reduced in its effectiveness and at the
same time crowded back into the throat section. As the jump moves
upstream into the throat section, a condition of downstream depth is
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range is a function of the flume '8 width or size and of the upper head,
H a, which is measured at the two-thirds point along the converging
side of the structure.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FLUME.-The practical use of the im
proved Venturi flume has demonstrated that it possesses many desir
able characteristics and is not subject to many of the disadvantages of
other devices. It may be operated either as a free-flow, single-head
device, or under submerged-flow conditions where two heads are in
volved. Because of the contracted section at the throat, the velocity
of water flowing thru the structure is relatively greater than the
natural flow of the stream, and for this reason any sand or silt in
suspension or rolled along the bottom of the channel is carried thru,
leaving the device free of deposit. \Telocity of approach, which often
becomes a serious factor in the operation of weirs, has little or no
effect upon the rate of discharge of the flume. It is accurate enough
for all irrigation purposes and since it remains clear of sediment the
reliability of its measurement is believed to be greater than that of
other devices. Usually, conditions found in the field will permit it to
operate with a free-flow discharge, which is a function only of a single
depth, as with a weir. 'I'he loss of head for the free-flow limit is
found to be about 25 percent of that for the standard overpour weir.
'There is no easy way to alter the dimensions or cause a change in the
device, modify the channel above or below the structure, or otherwise
interfere with the original conditions for the purpose of increasing
the discharge to effect a wilfully unfair measurement.

The design and action of this device have shown that it is capable
of withstanding a high degree of submergence before the rate of dis
charge is reduced. Because of this fact it will operate successfully
where the overpour weir fails because of the flat grade of the channel.
..A. wide range of capacity of measurement has been provided in its
calibration, a.nd it is, therefore, adapted to use on the small farm
lateral as well as channels of large capacity. The structure itself may
be built of either wood or concrete, or, for the smaller flumes, of sheet
metal, The fact that the design specifies certain angles does not
greatly increase the work of building, since all surfaces are plane;
hence the material may be readily cut to fit properly. The practical
operation of the device is simple, and any observer can make the
necessary readings and apply them to the table and diagrams to de
termine the discharge. When the discharge is a function of a single
depth, a graduated metal tape showing the flow in second-feet, miner's
inches, or shares may be installed so that the discharge may be read
direct. For this same condition of flow, that is, a single head as a
function of the discharge, an integrating instrument operated by
means of a float may be mounted over the stilling-well, which will
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positive including all values between +0.6 and +1.5 inclusive, and
1 percent negative all values between -1.4 and -0.5 inclusive.
On this same basis the range of positive and negative values was
extended to account for all the free-flow observations on the 1, 2,
3, 4, 6, and 8-foot flumes. (4) The height, or ordinate of the bars
in the error diagram, Figure 4, shows the percentage of the total of
298 tests, limited in head, H a , from 0.2 foot to 2.5 feet and with the
limiting degree of submergence of 69.9 percent. For the distribution
of the original 159 tests, it was found that approximately 97 percent
of the total number fell within the limit of ±3 percent of the
computed value of the discharge; while for the total of 298 tests,
89 percent were within this limit.

When the series of tests, consisting of 139 observations on the
1, 2, 4, 6 and 8-foot flumes, made at the Bellvue laboratory in 1926,
was included with the original tests, a wider variation of the deviation
between the observed and computed discharges was found to exist. In
the original series of 1923 there were about twice as many tests made
at the Fort Collins hydraulic laboratory, volumetric measurements, on
the 1, 2 and 3-foot flumes, as were taken at the Bellvue laboratory.
The 1926 tests were all made at the Bellvue laboratory where rec
tangular weirs, 18 inches, 48 inches and 15 feet in dimensions, were
used to determine the observed discharge. (Figure 30.)

Table III, giving the free-flow discharge in second-feet thru the
improved Venturi flume for sizes from 1 foot to 10 feet, is based on

1 529 W O 0')6
the formula Q=4 W H a . ~ . OJ

Figures 5 and 6 show field installations of I-foot and 2-foot im
proved Venturi flumes operating under free-flow conditions, each
being equipped with a water-stage recording instrument giving a
record of the upper head, H a • There is practically no submergence in
the case of the I-foot flume, but in the 2-foot structure the degree of
submergence is approximately 50 percent for a. discharge of 5.7
second-feet. The loss of head in this structure was determined roughly
in the field to be about 41/ 2 inches, and by applying the data to the
diagram, Figure 15, the loss is calculated to be slightly IIIore than
5 inches.

'Of the total of 308 free-flow tests, two 'were excluded because of gross error,
(6512, 3-foot flume, and 7043, 8-foot flume). Six special tests (7625-26,7739-40,
2-foot flume, and 6525-26, 3-foot flume) were excluded. Tests 6476-77 were omitted
because the value of H, exceeded 2.5 feet. Summarv as follows:

IRatio Hb IObserved I:::omputed I Differ-
I

Test W H a Hb 'Deviatton
H n Q ! Q ence

Ft. Ft. Ft. Sec.-Ft. SeC.-Ft. SeC.-Ft. Percent
6476 1 2.722 1.795 0.659 18.13 18.36 +0.~3 1.3
6:477 1 2.641 1.726 .653 17.34 17.54 + .20 1.2
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accurately record the total discharge in acre-feet for any period of
time. Where the flow thru the flume is submerged, and two heads or
depths are observed, a graphic recording instrument may be used
which indicates on a chart the value of the upper head and the differ
ence in head between this upper depth and the head or depth at the
throat. This recorded data, referred to the size of the flume, is sufficient
to determine the total flow over any period of time. In the case of the
integrating instrument, this total is read directly from a series of
dials, while for the recording instrument subsequent calculations are
necessary. (See discussion on page 58.)

CONSTRUCTION OF EXPERIMENTAL FLUMES AND

METHOD OF OBSERVATION

The experimental test flumes at both the Fort Collins and Bellvue
laboratories were of ordinary lumber. The sills and posts were 2 by
4-inch pieces, while the floor and walls were made of I-inch boards,
surfaced on both sides. In the building of these structures particular
care was taken to have all dimensions exact. When the side walls
and floor became wet they swelled, and due allowance was made in
having the throat width or size of flume slightly greater than the
nominal length in order that, when the structure was completely
soaked, the swelling would bring the dimension close to the true
value. Dimensions of the structure were checked occasionally to see
whether or not they remained within practical limits.

The stilling wells were metal cans, about 10 inches in diameter
and from 3 to 6 feet deep. The deeper cans were used at the Bellvue
laboratory as a matter of convenience. In the mounting of hookgages,
care was taken to have them securely fixed. At the Bellvue laboratory,
a 2 by 6-inch plank was set vertically and rigidly fixed to insure
against error in depth measurements, as shown in Figure 3. The
metal stilling' well was placed against the face of the plank, resting
firmly upon a solid base. A ~i-inch pipe connection was provided at
the bottom of the well, and from this wa.s led a piece of common
garden hose of the same diameter, connecting to the wall of the flume
by a similar pipe connection at the desired point. In the concrete
channel downstream from the model flume was a 22 by 22-inch metal
gate, placed in a framework consisting of a set of flashboards. This
ga.te and the fiashboards made it possible to secure various degrees of
submergence and to regulate the flow thru the test structure. Baffles
were placed upstream from the model flume as well as downstream
below the submergence bulkhead.

Each morning before operations were begun, all hookgage con
stants were determined by means of an engineer's level and rod. The
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mean elevation of the crest of the test flume was accuratly determined
by several observations at different points. A light wooden rod with
sliding target was placed at a point of mean elevation and the target
set exactly at the line of sight of the instrument. This rod was then
placed upon the Vari01..1S hooks of the gages and the gages were ad
justed so that the target again agreed with the line of sight of the level
ing instrument. The hookgage readings then gave the constant of
correction for each gage. This same method was employed to deter
mine the hookgage constants for the standard rectangular weirs,

Water was admitted to the concrete channel by means of the
main regulating gate and after the flow had assumed a constant
condition observations were taken as follows: An observer started by
reading the upper head, or H a , on the flume, calling this observation
to a note-keeper who recorded it on a special form, and then read in
proper order all other hookgages, calling the readings as they were
observed. For the most part, five hookgages were observed, three on
the experimental flume and two on the standard weir. A complete
round of readings usually required about one and one-half minutes,
and where the variations in the water surface were small, five complete
sets were assumed to be sufficient to give the correct mean; other
wise, more observations were taken.

In the old type of Venturi flume it was found that the down
stream flow conditions were such as to swing the current from one
side to the other, apparently without cause. This swinging was
found to affect the reading of head in the converging section. To
determine whether or not heads observed on either side of the con
verging section of the improved Venturi flume were the same, approxi
mately 200 observations were made in 1923 by having two hookgage
connections, one on each side at the proper point. These observa
tions show that the difference in the two readings was very small,
and it can be safely assumed that the upper head, H a , may be observed
on either side with equal accuracy.

At the Bellvue laboratory, the loss of head thru the flume was
determined by staff gages read direct, the zero of the gages being set
at the elevation of the floor of the converging section. These gages
were so situated that the elevation of the water above and below the
flume could be determined quite accurately. At the Fort Collins
laboratory, where calibrations were made on the smaller-sized flumes
of small discharge, the loss of head was determined by means of hook
gage readings.

FR,EE-FLOW FORl\iuLA

The data upon which the free-flow formula is based consist of
discharge in second-feet and the corresponding heads, H a , for 159
tests, where the degree of submergence is less than 70 percent, these
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tests being divided according to size of flume as follows: Lfoot flume,
27 tests; 2-foot flume, 28 tests; 3-foot flume, 34 tests; 4-foot flume,
21 tests; 6-foot flume, 20 tests, and the 8-foot flume, 29 tests. The
data obtained from the tests, when plotted to a logarithmic scale for
the various discharges and corresponding heads, showed very nearly a
straight-line variation for the various sizes of flumes tested. Upon
adjusting a straight line to these individual sets of plottings, it was
observed that the discharge intercepts for the upper head, H a, at one
foot are very closely proportional to four times the width of the flume
in feet. The slope of the lines for the various sizes of flume is not the
same, thus showing that the values of the exponent of the upper head,
ITa, are not identical, and therefore vary with the width or size of
flume. By careful inspection of the plotted data, values of the inter
cept and slope have been determined for each size of flume, as given
in Table II.

TABLE II.---Values of Intercept J and Slope n, Log Plot, for Law of Free-flow
Discharge Thru Different-sized Irnproved Venturi Flumes

COEFFICIENT J EXPONENT n of He.

Size of
Flunle

W Intercept
Log plot

Computed II' ."Value 4W Difference

I

Scaled Value I
Log plot :

Computed
Value of Difference

1.522W 0.026

~eet I 3.98 4.00 +0.02
2 8.00 8.00 .00

i I

11.96 1.2.00 + .04
16.02 16.00 - .02
24.05 24.00 - .05
32.00 32.00 .00

1.527
1.552
1.565
1.574
1.592
1.608

1.522
1.550
1.566
1.578
1.595
1.606

-0.005
- .002
+ .001+ .004+ .003
- .002

The fundamental law for the Iree-fiow discharge thru the im
proved Venturi flume is:

Q=J Han
where Q=Quantity in second-feet

J=Coefficient which is .a function of the size
of the flume

Ha=The upper head in feet observed at a point
distant upstream from the crest two-thirds the
length of the converging section

1'~=Exponent of the head, H,

By inspection of the data in Table II, it is evident that, as an approxi
mation, J =4 W, where VV is the size of flume or width of throat,
in feet. The relation of the slope 110, and width of flume W has been
established as n=1.522W. n.026 Hence. the complete Iormula may be
stated as

Q=4 W rr,1.522'Vo.026
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The form of expression employing the double exponent of H, may
at first appear to be complicated and unusual. However, when the
simple operation is performed to reduce to the proper value of the
exponent for the particular width of flume, the form of the expres
sion for the discharge offers no more difficulty in its solution than the
simple discharge formula for a standard weir or submerged orifice.
This equation, being in the product form, is readily solved by means
of logarithms.

Figure 4 shows graphically the agreement of .the computed
discharge, as determined by the free-flow formula, with the observed
discharge as the base. This comparison includes, in addition to the
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159 original tests made in 1923, the 139 check tests made in 1926.
The data upon which this diagram is based were developed by ex
pressing the deviation between the observed and computed discharge
in percentage where the computed was greater than the observed
discharge, the percentage was positive, and where the computed was
less than the observed discharge the percentage was negative. A
tabulation was then made of these values, in which zero deviation
included all values between -0.4 and +0.5 inclusive; 1 percent
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feet. In this case the structure would have to be raised 0.7- foot; that
is, 2.5 feet minus 1.8 feet. Since the crest of the flume is 0.25 foot or
3 inches above the end of the outlet floor, the crest is 0.95 foot above
the bottom of the channel. The depth of water in the channel being
2.5 feet and the loss of head 0.7 foot, gives a depth of 3.2 feet upstream
from the flume, it being assumed that the bottom of the channel is
level for the distance occupied by the structure. Since the level floor
of the upstream or converging section of the flume is set up 0.95 foot
above the bottom, the depth of water upstream now referred to this
floor or crest would be 2.25 feet. For the discharge of 70 second-feet
at a submergence of 70 percent or less, it is found in Table III that the
corresponding IIa is 1.96 feet. This head subtracted from the depth
2.25 feet gives 0.29 foot, or the loss in head at gage H a • If the
materials of which the channel is composed will not withstand the
velocity resulting from a submergence of 70 percent, or the increase
in depth of water above the structure would require considerable
expense in raising the banks to a safe height, then a higher degree of
suhmergence will be necessary.

For the above conditions of channel and flow, what would be the
effect of installing an 8-foot flume ~ Referring to Figure 19 it is found
that if this structure be built with a floor of the outlet end of the

1.25 1.5.03. .04 .05 .06 .07 .08.09.10 .IS .2 .25.3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

LOSS IN HEAD, FEET

Figure 19.-Loss-of-head Diagram for the 8-foot Improved Venturi Flume.
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flume at the bottom of the channel, or at the depth of 2.5 feet, the
degree of submergence will be slightly in excess of 95 percent, or
beyond the recommended limit. For this setting, the loss of head will
be 0.10 foot. To have a loss of head of 0.25 foot, as in the first case
of the 6-foot flume, the depth of water below the flume would need to
be 1.9 feet; the lower end of the outlet floor of the flume would be set
0.6 foot above the bottom, and the crest elevation would be 0.85 foot
above the bottom, To operate this larger flume at a submergence of
70 percent, it is found from the loss-of-head diagram that the depth
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below the flume would have to be 1.5 feet, or the end of the outlet
floor would be 1.0 foot above the bottom and the crest or elevation of
the level floor of the converging section would be 1.25 feet above the
bottom of the channel. With the structure at this elevation, the loss of
head or difference in elevation between the upper and lower water
surfaces is observed to be approximately 0.5 foot. Assuming that the
channel is level for the distance occupied by the structure, the depth
of water immediately upstream from the flume will be 3.0 feet. Since
the floor of the converging section is set at an elevation of 1.25 feet,
it will give a water depth of 1.75 feet when referred to the level floor
of the flume. From the free-flow discharge, Table III, it is found
that for a discharge of 70.17 second-feet, the upper head, H a , is 1.63
feet, thus giving a loss of head of only 0.12 foot at gage R a •

For setting either the 6-foot or 8-foot flume, if no unusual
hydraulic characteristics affect the channel downstream. from the
structure, the depth in the channel below the structure will increase
faster than the head, R a , in the converging section of the flume, It
appears that as the discharge decreases from a maximum of 70 second
feet with a submergence of 70 percent, the percentage of submergence
also decreases, which permits the flume to function properly as a
single-head device thru the full range of the discharge.

Slightly more material would be required to construct the 8-foot
flume, but other things being equal, the wing walls would require less
material.

As previously determined, the loss of head thru the 8-foot flume
is 0.2 foot less than for the 6-foot flume; however, this small difference
may not be of serious consequence. The 8-foot flume is advantageous,
since, with the lower exit velocity there would be less erosion in the
channel immediately downstream. If the materials of the channel will
withstand the imposed velocities and sufficient free-board is available,
the 6-foot flume should be chosen for free-flow discharge or degree of
submergence of 70 percent. If the loss of head is too great thru this
smaller flume, the loss may be reduced by installing the 8-foot flume.
If free-flow conditions are not permissible in either case, because of
excessive erosion, then the 6-foot structure should be built and so set

in elevation that the resulting submergence will be the least, consistent
with safe exit velocity.

After having fully decided upon the location of the flume, its size,
and the elevation of the crest which will insure that the flume will
operate at free-flow or some predetermined degree of submergence,
consideration must be given to the fixing of the longitudinal axis of
the structure. The site of the flume should be in a reasonably straight
section of the channel. It is suggested that a stake be set in the middle
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of the channel 100 feet upstream, and another at the same distance
downstream, from the proposed site. Reference points should then be
established at convenient distances near the two ends of the structure
and in line with the two more distant points. A line stretched between
the two latter points will locate the axis of the flume or the midpoints
of the floor sills. For structures of moderate size carrying less than
50 second-feet, possibly no great pains need be taken to have the
structure carefully aligned, but for greater discharges care must be
taken in order that the flow below the structure will be uniformly dis
tributed thruout the channel.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE FLUME

'I'he building- of this structure should offer no great difficulty. No
warped surfaces have been introduced into the design other than the
suggested curved entrance at the inlet of the large flumes. These
structures may be made of lumber, concrete, or sheet metal.

Figure 1 suggests a wooden framing for the larger flumes, while
for the smaller sizes, Figure 20 illustrates a practical design in which
the walls and floor are of I-inch or 2-inch mater-ial, and the sills, posts
and ties of 2-by-4-inch pieces. Two-inch commercial lumber is recom
mended for the floor and "ralls of the larger flumes, while the sills
and posts may be of 4-by-4-ineh pieces or heavier, as conditions "Tar
rant. In the building of the framed structures it is suggested that
the pieces which compose the floor and "ralls be laid with sufficient
space between them to allow for swelling- when wet, as otherwise the
swelling may be sufficient to warp the surfaces seriously and inter
fere with the proper functioning of the device. Ordinarily if the
cracks between the planks or boards be one-eighth to three-sixteenths
inch wide, the swelling will not cause distortion and yet will make a
tight joint.

Let it be assumed that the elevation of the crest of the flume has
been fixed by the characteristics of the channel in which the flume
is to be built. It is then necessary to set the crest sill at its proper
elevation, as well as in the correct transverse position. For the smaller
sizes, the fact that the longitudinal axis of the structure is not exactlv
coincident with that of the channel is of little importance where only
moderate flows have to be cared for, but the large flumes should be so
set that this axis is approximately correct to permit the stream to
approach and leave the structure without undue distortion. lienee
the site of the flume should not be in a decided bend of the channel.

The crest sill having been set and securely fixed in position, the
other floor sills may be placed at their proper intervals and elevations.
after which the posts and ties 111ay be set. The posts. must be set
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corner of the angle iron forming the true crest. The stilling wells for
the concrete flumes may be of either wood or concrete, and since the
water level in the well is the real index to the water surface within
the flume itself, it is essential that the leakage be a minimum to insure
the correct reading of the effective depth. Wooden stilling wells
carefully made, when once tight after swelling, are dependable but
can not be expected to last indefinitely. Wells of small cross section
are impractical, because of the difficulty experienced in cleaning them.
They should be of ample size with the side opposite the flume sloping
outward at the top, to permit easy cleaning as well as for easy and
accurate reading of a staff gage set on the far side of the well, as
shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22.-Suggested Construction of Open
Stilling-well with Staff Gage or Scale Inside
the Well.

For the 6-inch and I-foot flumes, where a number are to be in
stalled, precast concrete members may be' made and installed in the
field. To accomplish this, the design for the casting of the several
pieces must be such that each will not be too heavy to be handled con
veniently. It is recommended that the floor of the converging or
upstream section and the floor of the throat section be cast as one
piece, with a light angle-iron cast into the face at the crest. A rib
should be cast longitudinally along the center line on the bottom side
to strengthen the members while they are being handled, and a groove
should be formed at the proper distance along the sides, top face, to
locate and fix the position of the side walls. Each of these side walls
should be cast as a flat slab of the proper dimensions with a projecting
tongue on the sides to engage the grooves of adjacent members, Stub
bolts cast into the top face of wall members will fix crossbars or struts
to resist displacement after the structure has been assembled. Tubes
should be cast at the proper points, both in the converging and throat
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walls, to which stilling wells may be attached for the measurement of
heads. The wells may be made of lumber (F'igure 9) set to fit the
tube connections, or for moderate depths of flow, they may be of
ordinary sewer tile set into a concrete base with the connecting tube
reaching thru a hole in the side. (Sections of old stave pipe may be
used as stilling wells.) This arrangement will not permit the use of a
vertical scale in the tile or pipe to determine the head, but a scale
measuring down to the water surface from a fixed point at the top
may be used. This distance subtracted from the elevation of the fixed
point above the crest of the flume will give the effective head.

In building a concrete flume in place, a suitable foundation is first
prepared in the bottom of the channel. The forms for the floor are
set to a grade such that, when struck off, the floor of the eonverging
section is level and the floor of the throat and diverging section have
properly inclined slopes. For all structures built in a channel, it is
necessary to guard against the possibility of the water washing be
neath the structure. It is recommended that in preparing the found
tion a trench be cut crosswise, which, when filled with concrete, will
form a cut-off wall at each end of the structure and be made a part
of the floor itself, and the concrete wings be set down deep enough and
into the banks far enough to prevent the water from cutting around
the sides. The lower parts of the wing walls should be cast at the
same time as the floor system. In building small structures, before
the concrete sets, short pieces of reinforcing bars or scrap iron may
be placed at intervals along the edges of the floor in such manner that
when the walls are east they will strengthen the structure against
possible cracking or rupturing at the floor line. After the floor has
set hard enough to permit work to be done on it, the forms for the
side walls are placed and braced securely to prevent possible dis
placement. Before pouring the walls, the surface of the floor which
is in',contact with the new wall should be cleaned thoroly in order that
a proper bond may be secured.

The smaller sizes of flumes may be made of sheet metal, as shown
in Figure 23. This 6-ineh flume was assembled in the shop ready for
setting in the field. It was built rigidly of 16-gage galvanized sheet
steel and, exclusive of the stilling well, weighed 65 pounds.

Small flumes built of sheet metal have long life, are easy to set,
may be readily moved and relocated, can not be harmed by burning
weeds or trash in ditch-cleaning operations, do not leak, and are easily
built true to specified dimensions.
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The floor of the channel immediately above the flume structure was
built level, of Linch boards, this floor being in reality merely an
extension of the floor of the converging section of the experimental
flume. Vertical wing walls were placed at an angle of 45 degrees to
the longitudinal axis of the flume from the upper ends of its con
verging section, these wings extending back on each side to the con
crete walls of the laboratory channeL Movable partitions were set
up in a vertical position on the floor of the approach section, one on
each side of and parallel to the axis of the channel with the lower
or downstream ends against the wings. Tests were made with widths
of approach channel varying from a maximum of 11.1 feet to a
minimum of 6.0 feet. The results of this series of observations for
free-flow conditions are given in 'I'able XIX.

In the last column of this table showing ratio of velocities in
percentages, it appears that for the narrow channel, 6-foot width, the
increase in velocity of approach is practically 85 percent of that for
the standard condition of 11.1 feet. To determine these values, the
velocity of approach in feet per second was carefully plotted against
the upper head, H a , where the width of channel was 11.1 feet. The
mean curve was drawn thru these points, which gave the values near
100 percent as indicated. Then for the other widths of channel, the
velocity of approach for the corresponding head was determined from
this mean curve and this value was compared with the actual velocity
of approach. These tests indicate that the maximum increase of
85 percent in the velocity of approach does not cause a significant
change in the discharge, as the variation is less than the experimental
error.

The effect on the discharge over standard weirs caused by filling
the basin upstream from the crest with sediment or deposit, or re
ducing this depth by improper construction, possibly may not be
fully appreciated. For proper measurement by the use of the stand
ard overpour weir, it has been found by experiment that the bottom
depth or vertical distance from the crest to bottom should equal
twice the maximum head, and the distance out to the sides of the
box or banks be equal to three times this head; or the bottom depth be
three times the head and the side or end distance be twice the head.
With these limitations of bottom and side distances, the velocity of
approach should be about one-third foot per second, and the error
from this source about 1 percent of the discharge. To take the extreme
case where the bottom and side distance are each one-half foot for a
I-foot rectangular weir with a head of 0.6 foot, the error in discharge
due to the velocity of approach is found to be 4.6 percent. For these
same distances and head, but with a 4-foot rectangular weir, the error
in discharge is' 10.5 percent. For a I-foot and a 4-foot weir, with 1
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foot head and the bottom and side distances each at 1 foot the error
in discharge is 2.8 percent and 6.8 percent, respectively. As the head
increases, the error also increases, assuming the bottom and side
distances to remain fixed. For this fixed condition the error in·
creases as the length of crest is increased.

COMPARISON OF Loss OF HEAD FOR VARIOUS DISCHARGES OVER

STANDARD WEIRS AND THR1J THE IMPROVED VENTURI FLUME

'I'able XX has been prepared to show the relative loss of head in
feet for various discharges thru the improved Venturi flume and
over weirs. For the 6-inch flume the degree of submergence at 50
percent was taken as the limit of free-flow, while for the 1, 2 and
4-foot flumes the limiting percentage was taken at 70. It is to be
noted in this comparison that the values given under the headings
for the various weirs represent the actual head on the crest to give
the corresponding discharge. The loss of head is, in reality, greater
than that indicated by the distance between the water surface down
stream from the weir and the crest. This additional fall is necessary
to permit the free passage of air underneath the nappe, or over
pouring stream of water, and may be assumed to be from 0.05 to
0.10 foot.

ACCESSORIES

The discha.rge-indicating tape is graduated according to the free
flow discharge formula and may show either cubic-feet per second,
miner's inches, rights or shares, for equal increments in depth, or it
may be graduated in cubic-feet per second, miner's inches, or shares
as whole numbers, the increment in depth decreasing as this depth
increases.

The principle of this device is shown in Figure 1. The graduated
metal tape, passing over the flat-faced wheel, is directly under a
fixed index or pointer observed thru a small opening which permits
accuracy and ease in reading. With this arrangement, the amount
of discharge may be read directly from the tape. As the moving
system is a unit, it will not get out of order. The numbers showing
the value of the graduations should be outlined by perforations, thus
insuring against obliteration by wear or erasure or fraudulent chang
ing of the number. The stilling well as designed and shown in Figure
22 features a very desirable improvement over the old straight well,
as the inclined wall makes cleaning easy. Sediment which accumu
lates in the stilling well is deposited in a space provided below the
inlet tube. The process of cleaning is accomplished by raising a
hinged lid and drawing the deposit upward along the inclined side
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observed discharge, Figure 29. Tests 7555 to 7615 were also made
at the Bellvue laboratory, but apply to a different device. A standard
4-foot rectangular weir was used in tests 7616 to 7712, Figure 30,
while for tests 7713 to 7756 an IS-inch rectangular weir was used.
Tests 7757 to 7773 were made where the 15-foot weir was used to
determine the discharge. It will be found for tests on the 2-foot
flume that four different-sized weirs, as well as volumetric determina
tions of discharge, were used in the calibration.

The computed discharges for tests 7674 to 7683, I-foot flume,
were reduced by 2 percent because the dimension of width of throat
was incorrect. -

Tests 7379 to 7388 were made on the 8-foot improved Venturi
flume as special observations to determine the effect of increasing
the length of the converging section of the structure. In this case the
length of side was increased from the standard dimension of 8 feet to
14.5 feet. This increase of length of side gave a width of structure
at the front end of 14.0 feet. It will be noted that the computed
discharges for both the free-flow and submerged flow agree quite
closely with the observed discharge, The hydraulic condition of
flow within or thru this setting was very good. See 'I'able XXXV.

The series of tests at the Bellvue laboratory in 1923 was for the
most part made with duplicate readings of the upper head, H a , on
the model flumes; that is, the head was determined at corresponding
points on opposite sides of the converging section and the value of
the mean used as the effective head. The throat head, H b , was a single
determination. The 1926 series of tests at the Bellvue laboratory was
made with duplicate readings of both H, and H; and the means
determined as the effective heads. It was found that the upper head,
H n, as observed on either side of the flume, gave very consistent agree
ment, while the two throat gages gave results that were more dis
cordant. Examination of the mean values of H, shows that for the
8-foot flume these differ as a maximum as much as 0.07 foot for a dis
charge of 80 second-feet, and for submergence between 50 and 80
percent. These maximum differences in the H, mean readings indi
cate that one gage was consistently high, but in general it was found
that either one may be greater. As the size of flume decreases the
maximum difference in the throat gages also decreases, but the tend
ency is for greater differences to show for the lower degree of sub
mergence. These inconsistencies under laboratory settings would war
rant the conclusion that for field conditions where only approximate
methods are used to determine the heads, an accurate determination
of the computed submerged-flow discharge would not be expected.
However, it is believed on the whole, that submerged-flow measure-
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ments in the field are possible, allowing" for these apparent inconsist
encies of the throat-gage reading.

The first nine tests, free-flow, on the 8-foot flume, series of 1926,
showed a difference of 0.03 to 0.05 foot in the H, gages. Examination
of the floor disclosed an irregularity near the gage opening at one
side. The removal of this obstruction appeared to correct the diffi
culty, and thereafter very close agreement with the opposite, H a ,

reading was obtained. Elevations taken on the crest of this 8-foot
flume at the beginning showed one end to be approximately 0.03 foot
low, Commencing with test 7310, the floor in the converging section
had been removed and the crest adjusted to within about 0.005 foot.
Free-flow discharge for succeeding tests showed better agreement.
The general trend of all tests on this 8-foot setting was for the
observed discharge, as determined by the 15-foot standard rectangular
weir, to be in excess of the computed discharge. The mean width of
throat at the conclusion of test 7388 was 7.98 feet. Computed dis
charges for this 8-foot setting were corrected accordingly. After com
pleting the tests on the 4-foot flume the apparatus was again adjusted
to an 8-foot size and tests 7518 to 7554 were made. This short
series shows a better agreement between the computed and observed
discharges.

Tests on the 6-foot flume, 7389 to 7455, series of 1926, show
fair agreement. These tests were made by four different observers.
For discharges of 75 to '85 second-feet, free-flow, the contraction effect
caused by the water flowing past the upstream end of the converging
section resulted in a pronounced dip or depression at the point
vertically above the piezometer opening to H, gage stilling wells. This
depression was estimated to be about 3 inches below the general slope
of the inclined water surface. The law of the discharge is based upon
stilling-well depths, and the fact that the static head is reduced by
the contraction does not vitiate the results of this seemingly' erratic
condition. Gage staffs or scales placed on the inside face of the con
verging section to permit the head, H a , to be read would be unsatisfac-
tory for large free-flow discharges.

For the 4-foot settings, test 7501, the discharge was free-flow;
that is, unrestricted by back water, similar to that shown in Figure 3.
This test showed a gage ratio of approximately 74 percent, and even
tho being strictly free flow it was classified as a. submerged test and
corrected accordingly. At this discharge the throat was filled to such
an extent that the gage at this point registered a depth of more than
the freo-ftow limit. Had this test been considered as free-flow, the
deviation between the observed and computed discharges would have
been approxiluately 1.1 percent.
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Profiles of the water surfaces were taken along the longitudinal
axis of the flume for tests 7511-7517. It was found for these tests
that the gage, H a , agreed reasonably well with measured depth in the
flume; however, in all cases the stilling-well depth exceeded the profile
in amounts ranging from 0.01 to 0.03 foot. Greater variation was
found to exist in the H, hookgage readings.

Nothing of unusual importance "vas observed in connection with
these tests on the 2-foot flume. Test 7763, free-flow discharge, gave
the maximum flow thru this size structure in 1926, this test being
limited to the total supply available in the river. At the Bellvue
laboratory in 1923, a test was made on the 2-foot fiU111e where the
l1Pper head, H a , was 2.65 feet and the gage ratio 72 pereent. This
condition of flow was similar to test 7501 for the 4-foot flume. As
suming the eondition as free-flow, it was found that the deviation of
computed and observed diseharge was approximately 1.1 percent, the
computed discharge being in excess for both these maximum flows.

It was found in testing the I-foot flume that the computed dis
charges for tests 7674 to 7683 had to be reduced by 2 percent, due
to reduction in mean length of crest.

Ice was a troublesome factor at the Bellvue laboratory in 1926
during the time tests were being made on the I-foot and 2-foot flumes.
It is believed, however, that it had little or no effect upon the accuracy
of the work. .

SUMJ\IARY

The improved Venturi flume has shown in field operation that it.
is practical under conditions which make a standard weir or rating
flume impractical, either because of silting trouble or insufficient
grade.

The accuracy of measurement with this device is entirely within
practical limits. The observed discharge, free-flow, was within ±3
percent of the computed amount in 89 percent of the tests. For the
submerged flow, 85 percent of the observed discharges were within
±5 percent of the computed amounts.

The range of capacity of discharge from a minimum of less than
0.10 second-foot thru the 6-inch flume to a maximum of 200 second
feet thru the 10-foot flume, as limited by present investigations, is
sufficient to meet ordinary requirements.

This device operates successfully with relatively small loss of
head, and for free flow this loss in a. standard weir is approximately
four times that in the flume.

The flume will withstand a high degree of submergence without
affecting the rate of free-flow discharge.
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Because of the increased velocity of the water, it will operate
successfully in sand- or silt-laden streams. Since the floor of the
structure is constantly swept clean of all deposit, constancy of con
dition is maintained.

Operation is simple because it has no adjustable or moving parts.

Its dimensions are not easily altered so as to cause wilfully unfair
measurement of the discharge. 'I'he filling of a weir box upstream
from the crest, by natural deposit from the stream, causes the weir
to over-register and consequently there is no incentive on the part of
the water user to correct this condition. Discharge thru rating
flumes may be changed to the advantage of the user by altering
downstream conditions.

Velocity of approach of the stream to the entrance of this device
has little or no effect upon the rate of discharge.

Plane surfaces in the structure make it easy to construct. For
moderately large flows the upper ends of the converging section should
be rounded off by means of sheet-metal pieces rolled to a radius of
4 or 5 feet.

The structure may be built of wood, concrete or sheet metal.
Precast concrete members may be made and assembled in the field
for the small-sized flumes. Sheet-metal flumes, portable because of
their light weight, are entirely practical for the small sizes.

Recording instruments may be operated in connection with this
device to register heads or total discharge.

The indicating tape gives the discharge direct, making it unneces
sary to refer to tables; discharge 111ay be indicated in second-feet,
miner is inches, rights or shares. The tape will not get out of order.

Where the degree of submergence exceeds about 95 percent, the
indicated discharge thru the flume is not wholly dependable. If
conditions permit, the discharge should be free flow or with the least
possible degree of submergence.

For free flow, the flume '8 measurement of discharge depends on
a single head or depth only, it being similar in this respect to a
standard weir or rating flume.

The upper head in the converging section, or the throat head,
may be read on either side of the flume with equal accuracy.

Seales or gages attached to the inside of the flume for the purpose
of deterlnjning the head are not reeolllll1ended except for small
flows or moderate depth and free-flow condition. Better results are
obtained if the heads are observed in stilling wells outside the

structure.
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F'or free flow the exit velocity is relatively high, and bottom as
well as bank protection must be provided to pervent erosion. Where
the materials are of such a nature as to withstand a high velocity,
such as heavy gravel or rock, then no attention need be given to
protection.

'I'he improved Venturi flume has the advantage over the old type
Venturi flume in that the angles of convergence and divergenee are
such as to eliminate the effect of the switching of the current in the
diverging section, which, in the old flume, affected the discharge.
The elimination of this effect made possible the determination of the
discharge by means of single, upper and throat heads; in the old flume
it "vas recommended that these heads be observed on both sides a11 d
the mean reading used as the basis of computing the discharge. The
dip in the floor at the throat section permits the formation of a
hydraulic jump downstream from the throat section, thus leaving the
conditions of flow in the converging section unaffected by submerg
ence until the degree of the submerged flow reaehes 70 percent, or
where the ratio of the upper head, H a , and throat head. Hj, both
referred to the crest as the datum, has a value of 0.7.
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